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Five Top Tips for a Successful High-content  
Screening Assay with a 3D Cell Model System 

 Other methods of generating 3D spheroids or organoids, include 
growing in agarose, hydrogels such as Matrigel, collagen, or 
even a combination of these substrates together with growth 
factors. There are also physical ways to form 3D spheroids that 
include gravity or “hanging drop” methodologies, and magnetic 
nanoparticles. The optimum method ultimately depends on your 
particular cell type and application. 

For more information, read the following: 

•  Proliferation and Cell Death Analyses of 3D Cultures Using 
CellCarrier Spheroid ULA Microplates and ATPlite 3D

1. Generate uniform spheroids, cysts and organoids 

Reproducible cell seeding and reliable formation of similar-sized  
3D microtissues is essential for robust and repeatable data, and 
confidence in your results. 

One means of achieving this is to grow your cells in specialized 
microplates. For example, ultra-low attachment (ULA) 
microplates provide a simple and economical method of 
growing uniform spheroids. The synthetic plate coating ensures 
reduced cell-plate adhesion, which typically promotes uniform, 
single-spheroid formation. 

Whether you’re familiar with high-content screening and are looking to exploit the increased physiological relevance of complex 3D cell 
models, or you want to take your analysis of 3D cell models to the next level, migrating from simple plate-reader assays to a high-content 
approach, you’ll need the right tools and strategies to overcome the challenges these models present. 

Challenges include:

•  Difficulties of growing consistent and reproducible 3D cultures 

•  Generation of high-quality images from large, thick cell samples 

•  Long imaging times and management of the huge volumes of 
data from 3D cell screens

•  Analyzing responses of complex models in three dimensions

•  Having to transfer data between software packages to enable 
3D analysis

Here we provide our top tips for running a successful high-content screen using a 3D cell model.
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Figure 1. Uniform spheroids can be grown using PerkinElmer CellCarrier Spheroid ULA 96 microplates. Increasing numbers of CHO, HEK293T, or HeLa cells were 
seeded into CellCarrier Spheroid ULA 96-well microplates and incubated for two days. Prior to seeding, CHO and HEK293T cells were stained with CMFDA. HeLa spher-
oids were stained with DRAQ5™. As shown, the cells form uniformly shaped spheroids of increasing size. Images were acquired on an Opera Phenix high-content screening 
system using a 20x air LWD objective lens in widefield mode. 

Figure 2. Water immersion objectives improve xy image resolution and background suppression in 3D cell models. InSphero 3D InSight™ Liver Microtissues were 
labeled with Hoechst (nuclei) and CellMask DeepRed (membrane). Images were acquired on an Operetta CLS high-content analysis system using a 40x high NA air objective  
and a 40x water immersion objective in widefield and confocal mode. 

2.  Get the best quality images

High quality images are a crucial prerequisite for successful  
high-content analysis and capturing them can be particularly 
challenging for large, thick 3D structures such as spheroids. 

Compared to widefield imaging, confocal imaging yields the 
highest sensitivity, best signal-to-noise ratios, and highest X, Y, 
and Z resolution while maintaining high-throughput acquisition. 

In addition, water immersion objectives have higher numerical 
apertures allowing the capture of up to four times more light  
and providing higher resolution in X, Y, and Z than comparable  
air objective lenses, so you get crisp cellular details, plus the ability 
to image deeper into 3D structures (Figure 2 and 3). 
Furthermore, water immersion objectives have a smaller focal 
depth and therefore reduce the amount of contaminating light 
and background compared to air objectives (Figure 2). 

Optical clearing of 3D cell models helps increase the imaging 
penetration depth, as it reduces light scattering and homogenizes 
refractive indices within spheroids. Often, 3D objects are not 
completely imaged through with confocal microscopy and  

the biologically most interesting part, such as the core of the 
spheroid, remains in the dark. Depending on both the type  
of spheroid, and what you’re trying to see, you might need  
to evaluate different clearing protocols. Among available 
previously-published clearing reagents tested so far, ScaleS4 
proved the most successful for our spheroids. 

Finally, the use of longer wavelength dyes whenever feasible 
decreases light scattering and increases light penetration into  
the 3D sample. As a result, imaging depth and signal detection 
are improved. 

For more information, read the following:

•  The Benefits of Automated Water Immersion Lenses for  
High-Content Screening 

•  Opera Phenix High-Content Screening System: Improved  
3D Imaging 

•  Imaging Bile Canaliculi in 3D Liver Microtissues 

•  Clearing Strategies for 3D Spheroids

CHO

HEK293T

HeLa
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Figure 3. Water immersion objectives improve z resolution, imaging depth and nuclei segmentation in 3D cell models. DRAQ5™ stained CHO spheroids (260 µm 
diameter) were cleared with ScaleA2 and imaged on the Opera Phenix system in confocal mode using either a 20x high NA air objective (left) or a 20x water immersion 
objective (right). Nuclei segmentation is improved by a factor of 1.4 compared to the air objective, as nuclei are less distorted in z and much better resolved with the water 
immersion objective.

3.  Minimize your imaging time and your volume of data

As well as producing high-quality images, a high-content 
spinning disk confocal imaging system that combines laser-based 
excitation with two or four cameras acquires images at very high 
frame rates, so it’s ideal for minimizing imaging time for 3D cell 
models where multiple planes and fluorescent channels are 
required. Furthermore sample illumination is minimized, which 
reduces photodamage. Similarly, as well as giving high-quality 
images, the superior light capturing capabilities of water 
immersion objectives reduce imaging times. 

Another challenging aspect of a 3D high-content screen is the 
volume of data generated. When you’re capturing very high-
resolution images in order to see fine sub-cellular detail, the high 
volume of imaging data may slow you down. However, often in 

assays using 3D models or microtissues, only part of the total 
well area, where the 3D model is situated, is of interest, so 
ideally you only want to acquire high resolution data from that 
region and not waste time capturing unnecessary details in the 
rest of the well. 

With intelligent image acquisition technology, you can accurately 
target regions of interest at low resolution and then image only 
your 3D cell model at high-resolution, which significantly reduces 
acquisition and analysis times, as well as reducing the amount of 
data you need to analyze and manage. 

For more information, please visit: 

http://www.perkinelmer.co.uk/Product/preciscan-instrument-
license-hh17000003
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Figure 4. Targeting regions of interest with PreciScan. In this intelligent acquisition method, a pre-scan at low magnification (5x) is used to locate where spheroids have 
grown, followed by an automatic rescan at higher magnification (40x) with the spheroid centered in the image. This technology saves significant acquisition and analysis time, 
as well as data storage space.

Figure 5. Examples of 3D visualization and analysis of different 3D cell models in Harmony 4.8 software. Zebrafish: Image courtesy of Alexander McGown, Ramesh lab, 
University of Sheffield, UK. Protrusions: Sample courtesy of Dr. David M. Bryant, CRUK Beatson Institute and University of Glasgow, Glasgow, UK. Golgi: Image courtesy 
of Dr. Jeremy Simpson, University College Dublin (UCD), Ireland. 

4.  Get more out of your 3D cell model

As an investigator, you may spend months or years developing 
the appropriate cell model for your research, then for simplicity 
and throughput, choose to analyze only in 2D or 2.5D, 
potentially missing valuable phenotypic information. Now, 
however, you can automatically analyze your 3D cell models  
in 3D, with Harmony 4.8 high-content imaging and analysis 
software, maximizing the return on the time you’ve invested in 
developing your cell model. You can segment and quantitate 
volume and morphology, intensity, texture, positions and distances 
in 3D, to better visualize and understand your 3D cell model, 
and accelerate 3D image analysis. You can, for example, 
quantify whether there is one lumen or multiple lumina inside 
3D objects, understand whether cells in the spheroid core are 
different from those in the outer shell, or calculate how many 

oligodendrocytes there are in a zebrafish brain. On a subcellular 
level, you can measure morphologies such as protrusion volumes 
and positions, golgi morphology and distance to the nucleus and 
understand cytoskeleton complexity with 3D texture, to give a 
few examples (Figure 5). 

To better understand your 3D cell model, full 3D volumetric 
analysis is recommended for validating and identifying targets,  
for lead optimization, candidate selection, or selective screening 
approaches to gain more insights to make informed decisions for 
screening strategies. 

For more information, read the following:

•  3D Volumetric and Zonal Analysis of Solid Spheroids
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5.  Avoid unnecessary data transfer steps 

Traditional, true 3D image acquisition and 3D image analysis 
software packages have previously existed as separate, 
independent entities, intended for single sample processing 
from classical benchtop microscopes. In today’s HCS studies,  
the use of large numbers of samples in microplates means  
that 3D data sets are extremely large, and processing the data  
with such packages, if at all practical, is very laborious, time-
consuming, and requires considerable user interaction with  
a lengthy data transfer step.

PerkinElmer's Harmony 4.8 high content imaging and analysis 
software is a single package for 3D image acquisition, 3D 
visualization and 3D analysis, which eliminates the tedious 
transfer of data between acquisition and analysis steps.

For more information, read the following:

•  3D Volumetric Analysis of Luminal Spaces Inside Cysts  
or Organoids

Recommendations for successful high-content 
screening with 3D cell models
•  To ensure reproducibility, generate uniform 3D cell 

models, e.g. using specialized plates. 

•  For the best image quality at high speed, use 
simultaneous spinning disc confocal imaging with 
multiple cameras and water immersion objectives.

•  Reduce image acquisition time and data volumes by 
imaging only your objects of interest 

•  Ensure you don’t miss out on any crucial insights by 
analyzing your 3D images with a software package 
dedicated to 3D high-content screening applications. 

•  Avoid tedious and unnecessary data transfer steps by 
acquiring and analyzing your 3D images in a single 
software package. 
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